


The game: 

An action packed card game for 2-5 players in a dive 
based scenario. The objective of  the game is to be the first 
to complete a dive (i.e. to go down 30 meters and come 
back safely to the surface). The one who finishes first, 
following all the compulsory moves, wins! The dive must 
include certain compulsory protocols without which the 
player cannot move forward. These cards are the 
milestone cards, namely, “Start Descent”, “Start Ascent” 
and “Safety stop at -5 Meters”.

How to play:

The dealer must shuffle the cards thoroughly to ensure a 
good mix of  cards and deal 7 cards to each player. Each 
player gets to hold seven cards in hand at each turn of  the 
play. These cards should not be shown to the other 
players. The person sitting to the left of  the dealer, starts 
first followed by others in a clock-wise direction. 
Important: NO player begins their dive unless they get a 
“Start Descent” card to begin their dives. All are to pick a 
new card, and throw one card OR attack a player who 
has started his descent by playing a “start descent” card. 

Each turn is played by picking a card from the ‘New Card 
Stack’ or from the top of  the ‘Discarded Cards Stack’. In 
one turn, the player has three options - they can move 
forward in their stack of  numbers after starting descent or 
throw an attack or skip a card to any opponent or simply 
discard a card in hand that is of  no use. When playing 
with more than 2 players, it will be required to put the 
Attacks & Immunity cards as soon as it is used on the 
discard stack and reshuffle the discard stack when the new 
card deck is over. 

Each player thus makes three rows of  their cards. 
1. Start Descent row with -1 / -2 / -3 / -5 / -10   
2. Start Ascent row with - +1 / +2 / +3 / +5 / +10 
3. Used attacks / skip a turn thrown at you and the 
immunity card used by you. (Optional. Can discard it too)
Remember! Start Descent and Start Ascent cards also 
help you move -1 meter or +1 meter when you have 
already descended or ascended.
 
Skip a turn cards:

If  a player gets a skip a turn card, he can choose to play it 
in that turn or keep for later. It is to be used against any 
player for them to lose one turn. After a turn is skipped by 
that player, they can move the card to the discard pile.



To Avoid confusion, place 
the Attack card given to you 
on your Descent/Ascent row 
so as to know that you 
cannot move forward with a 
number card till you get an 
Immunity card. If  you have 
or you get the immunity 
card, take the Attack card 
with corresponding 
Immunity card onto your 
used attack/immunity/skips 
card pile or on the Discard 
stack in case of  more than 2 
players.

Trump Cards:

The ‘All Okay!’ and ‘All Okay! Octopus’ cards can be used against any attack card. 
Each card is valid for the turn used. 

Safety Stop at -5 Meters.:

When Ascending, all players have to keep in mind to use the safety stop card when they 
are at -5 meters depth. No player can play a +10 card if  they are at -14 meters’ depth 
or higher.  When the player adds up their Ascent cards to +25 mtrs., he puts the safety 
stop card in their next turn (one must collect one of  these cards so it can be played 
when needed). In the turn/s after that, he can play +5 or +3 and +2, or +1(x5) to 
reach the surface and ascend the last 5 meters. The first one to do so wins and gets the 
title of  ‘Dive Master’. When a player wins in a game with 3 players or more, the 
remaining players can continue playing.



Contents:
212 Cards As Follows -
Start Descent (Or -1) - 14
Start Ascent (Or +1) - 12
Safety Stop - 8
Attack Cards -
Ears Hurt - 3
Water In Mask - 3
Strong Current - 3
Stung By Lion Fish - 2
Scraped By Sea Urchin - 3
Skip Cards -
Swim With The 
Manta Rays - 3
Jellyfish Bloom - 3
Charmed By A Sea-krait - 3
Buddy Is Lost - 3
Defence / Immunity Cards -
Equalize - 6
Clear Mask - 6
Get Out Of  Current - 6
Use Medicine Kit - 8 
Trump Cards -
All Okay - 4
Octopus Card All Okay - 4

Number 
Cards
-1 - 15
-2 - 15
-3 - 15
-5 - 10
-10 - 3
+1 - 15
+2 - 15
+3 - 15
+5 - 10
+10 - 3
Blank 
Cards - 2
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Arrange a train of  cards descending till you reach -30. Push the cards 
into one pile after you have reached -30 and start a new ascent row on 
the side. Each player has 7 cards at all times. 
You can keep a tab on everybody’s depth
by maintaining a scorecard with each round. 


